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Adacel to showcase new product evolutions at WATM Congress
Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 21 October 2021– Adacel Technologies Limited
(Adacel), an industry leader in advanced air traffic management solutions and
simulation and training systems, is pleased to announce the company’s participation at
the World ATM Congress in Madrid, Spain, October 26-28, 2021.
At the new stand location #828, Adacel will showcase its latest Aurora and MaxSim
system developments. Aurora is Adacel’s leading Air Traffic Management solution for
managing procedural airspace in a surveillance environment used for oceanic, en
route, approach, and tower airspace environments. MaxSim is Adacel’s premier Air
Traffic Simulation and Training system. At the show, the company will demonstrate
MaxSim’s new immersive virtual reality experience and present its latest cloud-based
solution. In addition, the company is excited to introduce AeroScene–Adacel’s new
state-of-the-art Image Generation (IG) solution that delivers unprecedented visual
capabilities.
“We are delighted to return to WATM this year and reconnect with our industry peers,
friends, and customers,” shares Daniel Verret, Adacel’s CEO. “Despite the challenges
of a global pandemic, the team was able to make remarkable progress with our
products, and we look forward to sharing our latest developments at the show,”
continues Mr. Verret.
Speaking about Adacel’s participation at the Congress, Michael Saunders, the
company’s new Vice President, Business Development and Strategy, said: “As a
group, we are on a mission to leverage our industry expertise with the infinite potential
of technology to advance safety and efficiency in aviation. With a new team, new
product developments, and a renewed commitment to our customers, I can’t wait to be
back at WATM in my new role.”
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About Adacel:
Established in 1987, Adacel is a publicly traded company listed on the ASX. The
company plays a significant role in global air space safety. A world-leader in its industry,
Adacel applies cutting-edge technologies to develop advanced air traffic control
simulation and training systems and state-of-the-art air traffic management solutions.
Adacel’s customers include international air navigation service providers (ANSPs),
military, defense & security organizations, universities, and airport authorities. More than
21% of the world’s airspace is managed with Adacel’s Aurora ATM software. MaxSim
Tower Simulator and Training systems lead the industry with the highest number of
installations worldwide. Its latest Image Generation solution, AeroScene, is based on
Unreal Engine. For more information, please visit adacel.com.
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